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Resistance thermometers have been used in the measurement of 
shock speeds and running times in the N.P.L. Hypersonic Shock Tunnel, 
From an analysis of the ?irst 600 runs, a method has been devised which 
enables the gasdynamic operation of the shock tunnel to be checked a.nd 
any i.rreguJsrities discovered. 

1. Introducticn 

Some notes on the construction and instrumentation of the 
hypersonic shock tunnel at the National Physical Laboratory have been 
given in Refs. I and 2. The present report describes the initial 
exzer-iments undertaken with this equipment and illustrates some 
difficulties which were encountered in the operation of the shock tunnel 
and in the evaluation of the results. 

2. Experimental Details 

A schematic diagram of the present arrangement of the N.P.L. 
hypersonic shock tunnel is given in Fig,?, The high pressure chamber 
is 2 ft 6 in. long* 3 in. internal and 8 in. external diameter stainless 
steel. At present the maximum operating pressure has been restricted to 
IjO atmospheres by available bottle storage pressure, In al.1 runs to 
date the driving gas has been unheated hydrogen, and the driven gas has 
Seen undried air. The channel and intermediate chamber are constructed 
from mild steel 3 in. internal and 4 in. external diameter and are 
respectively +!8 and -l4 feet in length. Provision is made for six pairs 
of' shock speed detector stations at positions along the channel denoted 
by &A,,B,,B, . . ...* F .j, F,. The distances of these stations from 
tho main diaphragm are given in Fig.1. The noezlc has an expansion 
semi-angle of 14 degrees, 25 minutes, and is made of cast iron with 
reukiceable mild steel nozzle lips at the inlet: the working section is 
15; in. internal diameter and 8 feet in length, All detectors or 
transducers mounted in the working section are denoted by Pit M, ,...,. 
for convenience. 

After initial experiments' with "light screenstr4 S.S shock-wave 
detectors, it was decided to standardise resistance thermometers as Our 
shock-wave detection equipment. 

Two difficulties arise *Jvi-th the li&t screen technique: firstly, 
it is insensitive when low-channel pressures are used, and secondly the 
photomultiplier dctzcts the radiation from ionlised gas behind the shock 
wave before the shock V.WX: p asses the detector stntion. Some effort was 
dire&&i to this problem by attempting bet&r co31.'lmation of the light 
screen; however this technique was &scar&d in favotvr of the thin4ilm 
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resistance thermometer m&hod. The proccdurc adopted at N.P.L. in the 
use of resistance thermometers for heat transfer work in shock tubes 
has been described in Ref.3, and our methods of construction, calibration 
and USC will not be described in the prcsent report. 

Thus our experimental investigation of shock speeds down the 
channel of the shock tunnel began with four 'wall-type thin-film 
resistance thermometers in the positions labelled A.,, Bz, E, and F, in 
Fig. 1. One furthcr 'stagnation-point-type' resist&e thermometer was 
mounted in the expanded flow working section: 
in the following discussion, 

this is denoted by T$J 

3. RUB 1 -+ 232 

As the raw shock speed data was accumulated, it became 
increasingly obvious that either the shock wave was behaving in an 
erratic m,anner as it travelled down the channel of the shock tunnel, or 
the recording instrumentation was not functioning correctly. Moreover, a 
disquieting feature of the experiments was the variation in the shock 
speed over a given interval along thz tubs when the overall pressure ratio 
cand downstream pressure in the channel wcrc kept constant from run to run* 
Such uncxpcctcd result- G are well illustretcd in Fig.2 whdrc the shock Mach 
number MsEF over the distance EF is plotted against the theoretical 

shock Mach numbcr Mn 
"TH 

corresponding to the initial pressure ratio aci-oss 

the diaphragm (see Ref.13 for the theoretical calculations). For ex<ample, 
at a diaphragm pressure ratio corresponding to a theoretical shock Mach 
number of 10.0, the measured shock Mach number M 

%3F 
varied from 7.3 to 

13.8! &Furtherrnorc, in most runs one or other of the rcsis+zncc 
thermometer timing units failed to function. The very large experimental 
scatter observed in Fig.2 for measurements of the shock velocity over a 
distance lw(= I foot) were not observed when the average shock speed 
over a distance Al+ 1y$ fact) was compared to the theoretical shock 
speed as in Fig.3. However, considerable scatter is also present in 
Fig.4 where Ms-&B is plotted against MC+,. Such results indicate 

strongly that the individual readings of shock speed over intervals Of 
one foot (i.c., over AB and El?) must be suspect; whilst it is 
extremely likely that the gasdynamic operation of the shock tunnel is 2s 
predicted theoretically from the results for the much longer distfince AF, 
These conclusions h.lvc since been substantiated by experiments described 
later in this report. 

4. Runs 233 -+ 620 

In Section 3 above, all expcrimcnts were carried out with 
'uncalibrated' resistance thermometers, The method of calibration iS 

fully described in Rcf.3; here it is sufficient to note that the value 
of the calibration constant for en individual resistance thermometer 
should be within the range 0.02 to 0.07. 

Yhen the 5 resistance thermometers which had been used in all 
runs up to No. 232 were calibrated, it WES found that two would not 
calibrate (that is, they became open-circuited during the calibration 
procedure) and one other had a calibration constant outside the acceptable 
range. Immediately it became clear that the most probable cause of our 
experiment::1 difficulties was the use of uncalibrated resistance 
thermometers. XL1 runs from No. 233 onwards have been made using 
calibrated ~a.11 and stagnation point resistance thermomctcrs, and the 
improvement in the; rLproduciability of results has been extraordinary. 
No rcasonablc explanation has been advanced to prove how or why 
uncalibrated gaux~.~s arc so much inferior to models which have the 'correct' 
value of the cal'ibration conctr>n". I.3 >cA .i, it c;n merely be reported that this is 
SO. 
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In order to complete the investigation, an exhaustive check 
was made of the bandwidth f s:ain ,and response to in?Jt signals for each 
resistance thermomctcr trigger amplifier. TJo modifications were found 
necessary in thp electronic performance of these units. A brief 
specification of these NPT,-built units appears below and the corresponding 
circuit diagram appears as Fig.5. These units were designed for inputs Of 
not less than 5 millivolts to ensure that the final thyratron output is 
triggered with negligible delay with respect to the input pulse. The gain 
Of such trigger ,amplifiers is between 1000 and 3000 and typical bandwidth 
figzes are 

- 3dH at I?. 5 Kc/s and 1 MC/S, and 

- 6dB at 6.5 KC/S ad 2 MC/s- 

The pulse response of the amplifier was checked using a 'IO mV I ~.lsec pulse 
from a pulse generator (Philips type GM 2314), and the output + ve yd - VC 
trigger pulses were adjusted to be about 30 volts and of less than 5 ClseC 
rise time. Thus they ore certain to operate counter chronometers 
correctly, 

4.1 The output from resistance thzrmc,c,nct~rs 

From the many runs which have now been made using calibrated 
rG:sistance thermometers we may derive I useful practical chart which 
illustrates thL expected output from a resistance thermometer for a given 
Shock Mach numb<:r. ?r~c may define two important quantities, AVW and 

Avw.x These quantities are illustrated schematically in Fig.G(a) for 

thi: two relevant caSeS o f wall and Sta,gnation point. Pig. 6(b) shows two 
SpeCi-nen expcrimer,tal results of the series used in the preparation of 
FFg.7. It Should be noted that Fig.7 will apply to all Shock tube 
experiments ucing r-ssistancc thermometers made by painting3 Hanevia 
05 Liquid Bright Platinum on to glaso models. If the Standing voltage 
across the film is di.Jferent from the 1 volt used in the N.P.L. experiments, 
the magnitudes of AVJm,p and c;v;lliAx t,rill be directly proportional to the 

vnlue of standing volta,g:i: across the film. 

Ths magnitude of AVXf14P may ba calculated from classical heat 

transfer theory - see, for example, Refs. 7 and 8. The instantaneous 
jump of Surface temperature AT is approxtiiately given by 

AT = (Y&-T,) 
' !mK), 

i 
------ 
(P&, 

where suffix z refers to the gas at high temperature and suffix 1 refers 
to the backing material of the thin film resistance thermometer 
(c.g., glass). p, c and K are respectively the density,specific heat 
ond thermal conductivity of the gas or backing material. Prom the above 
relation it is clear that the magnitude of AT (and h\=nce AVmp) is 

directly proportional to the square root of the density of the hot gas 
behind the initial shock wave. Thus the experimental signals given in 
Pig.7 have been normalised to atmospheric density behind the incident Shock 
wave, For each trace analysed, the density behind the shock has been 
calculated from the measured incident shock Xach number and the initial 
channel pressure. The observed Signal AVCW has been subsequently 

multiplied by the Square root of the ratio of atmospheric density to the 
expcrimcntal dL,nSit;/ behind th& shock. nioa the jump in voltage AVmQ 
is related to the j'ump~ ii: t,t;p-erst7xe ‘I.' AT by 

AV z I,AR, = I~R~uAT = v,aAT 

where a is th:: temperature coeff'icicnt of' resistivity and V, is the 
standsng voltage across the film. 

Now/ 



AT 
Now from (1) -- = --m--m . 

T, 

Thus, according to our approximate theory 

( PcK), 
------ . 
(FcJ.0, 

. . . (2) 

This equation may be rewritten as 

AV = Vo.a.T, .  .  l (3) 

where suffix o denotes atmospheric (room) conditions for air. The 
@a c2 I(2 

quantities --; --, -- and are knoim functions of the 
c. K 

Ma& number Ms 
T, \ To / 

and are available in tabular I' and 
form. ~$_e__vnlue of ‘JPoCoK(j for room temperature air9 

and d( PcK) i for glassy is 0.031. We let T, = To 
= O.OOCg2 per OK. Then if AV is measured in millivol 

VO 
in volts we obtain, very nearly, 

. . . (4) 

= 288OK 
.ts and 

For the experimental data presented in Fig.7, the initial channel pressure 
was of the order of 5 + 10 millimetres of mercury and the right hand side 
Of equation (4) h 
( 

as been evaluated for a constant pressure of 0.01 Aa1 
i.e., 7.6 mm mxwry). 

This assumption enables us to plot a theoretical curve on 
Fig.7. 'lhe agreement with experiment is fair, and the chart should prove 
a useful guide to the expected signal level PImE from a given x:Jall 

resistance thermometer experiment. It should be noted that at shock Mach 
numbers above 10, ionisation is present in the hot gas behind the incident 
shock wave and consequently the signal from the resistance thermometer is 
affected; 'low' values of AVm,P are occasionally observed. Further 

details are given in Ref.5. 

A similar theoretical curve m%y be deduced for the value of 
AVmP for a stagnation point resistance thermometer. In this case the 
thermodynamic properties have been evaluated for a stagnation pressure 
held constant at IO atmospheres. In this case the thcoreticnl curve 
agrees very well with the experimental results. 

If we return to Big.6, the magnitude of AVMAx cannot be 

calculated in a simple manner, and here we merely state that for stagnation 
point work AV,,, is up to 5 times AVW and for laminar boundary 

layers 1& to 2 times AVJuM,, whilst for turbulent wall boundary layers 

AvMAx is up to 3 times AVm. These experimental values should enable 

oscilloscope sensitivities to be set up in advance of any desired 
experir,&nt with reasonable expectation that the vertical deflection will 
fill the screen. Fror:~ the results given in Fig.7 v:e determined that the 
magnitude of AVvq7,P vsas al-cc~s greate, 7 than 5mV (millivolts) except at 

initial channel prt: ~slv'es less than 0.5 millimetres of mercury. This was 
additional evidence to support the view that the electronic recording 

apparatus/ 
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apparatus was satisfactory in operation. As a further check on this 
point, a series of runs were made with very low initial channel pressures. 
The outputs of resistance thermometers under these extreme conditions Were 
displayed on oscilloscopes and photographed. With a diaphragm pressure 
ratio of 2 x 106, a shock Mach number of 16 was produced when the initial 
channel pressure was 0.04 mm of mercury and AVmP was about 2 millivolts. 

However, it was noted that when AVmP was below 2 millivolts the 

operation of the trigger amplifiers became erratic, probably because the 
input to the thyratron grid is not sufficiently large to ensure very rapid 
firing of the thyratron. 

4.2 Shock speed measurements 

In the series of runs from 233 to 620, four calibrated wall type 
resistance thermometers were placed at stations As, Bz, E, and F, and a 
further stagnation point type at WS. In addition, two further wall 
resistance thermometers were installed at B, and. FL, diametrically 
opposite B, ma F,. The outputs of these gauges were displayed on 
oscilloscopes and photographed in each run. This addition to the data 
obtained from each run has proved invaluable. 

The results of these runs are displayed in Figs. 8, 9, and IO 
where the shock speeds over the distances AB, AF and EF respectively 
are compared with the theoretical value for the experimental diaphragm 
pressure ratio. The ordinate and abscissa of Figs. 8, 9, and 10 are twice 
that of the corresponding Figs. 2, 3, and 4 for rz~ls 1 to 232; this 
emphasises that the scatter in the e;rperimental results has been greatly 
reduced. Fig.?1 compares the shock Mach numbers as measured 13 ft 
(MsAB) and 31 ft (MS,) from the diaphrqqn; the shock attenuation is 

clearly shovm to be about 10, ',i for all values of shock Mach number. It 
may be noted in passing that the value of MS,.,, for the higher shock 

lh 
speeds may be subject to a proportionately greater error than at the 
lower shock speeds. This is due to difficulties in measuring the initial 
channel pressure accurately when it is of the order of 0.q millimetre of 
mercury. 

One criterion which may be applied to the evaluation of the gas 
dynamic performance of the shock tube will now be described. l!e 
measuring intervals AB, AF and EE are 1 foot, 19. I25 feet and 1 foot 
respectively and thus for no shock-wave attenuation the ratios 

AF BE BE AF 
--9 --9 -- and -- 
AB AB I%? EF 

should be 19.125; 17.125, 17,125 and 19.125 respectively, A simple 
calculation shows that if the speed over AB is the theoretical speed 
and if we postulate IO, $ attenuation between AB and EF, then the four 
ratios above become 20.0, 17.9, 16.2 and 18.1 respectively. If 5:: 
attenuation is the case then the ratios are I?. 5, 17.5, 16.6 an< 18.6 
respectively. As Fig.10 shows, the attenuation observed at a distance 
31 feet from the diaphram is approximately lC$. Thus the majority of 
all runs in this shock tunnel should exhibit the following feature; the 
time ratios should be 

AE' AF BE BE 
-- > -- fi ma_ , -- , 
AB EF AB EF 

This assumes that the shock attenuation is about IO,: and that the shock 
velocity continuously decreasPs bctX,3en AU and ZG* The latter point 
is almost certainl;y satisfied since Figd9 shows the velocity over AF is 
slower than theoretical. 

If/ 
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If the attenuation in a given run is greater thLan lO& 

A? EE 
CI < -- 

EF AB 

and if the attenuation is less than 10,,< 

AF EE 
-- > --. 
EF AB 

AF BE 
Normally -- is approximately equal to -- . 

Es? AB 

This criterion has been applied to all runs after Ro. 233 and 
found to be very satisfactory. More than yO:,$ of all runs have time ratios 
in agreement with the above inequality. Further useful data have been 
obtained from the wall resistance thermometers Bi and F; mentioned 
above. As an example of the use of these instruments we may refer to the 
experimental data collected into Table I, These are a number of runs made 
during an investigation of the starting process in the hypersonic nozzle 
of the shock tunnel. In these experiments a constant shock Mach number at 
entry to the nozzle was desired; and the pressure ratio PO across the 
diaphragm was chosen to give a shock Mach number of 10.0. The variations 
of IPo from run to run are given in Table 1, and it is sc.-en that the shock 
velocity over AB is approximately the theoretical value, whilst over 
m a IO;; attenuation has occurred. The mc,an values of the results over 
AB, BE, EF and AF are 87.7, 1706.3, 95.9 and 1888.7, whilst the standard 
deviations are l.llc, 13.6, 1.32 and 16.7 respectively. The two runs 317 
and 322 have been left out of these average values since they do not 
comply with the time ratio criterion developed above. Moreover, an 
inspection of the wall resistance thermometer trace at B: for run 322 
shows that it is very different frcm that for run 321 - a 'normal' trace*, 
repeatable from run to run. From records such as these in Fig.12, positive 
proof can be obtained that the shock tunnel did not function correctly in 
run 322. It is therefore suggested that any run which does not conform 
to the time ratio criterion and which also shows irregularities in the 
wall resistance thermometer traces should be disregarded, Since over 
90;: of the runs made in the X.P.L. hypersonic shock tunnel are acceptable 
on this basis, a good degree of confidence can be placed in the shock 
speed measurements made with our calibrated films (runs 233 onwards). On 
the other hand, less than 50; of the early runs (up to No.232) are 
acceptable on the above basis and the results given in Figs. 2, 3 and 4 
should be viewed with caution. 

fiture practice at N.P,L. will be to disregard any run which 
shows these irregularities in shock speed and wall resistance thermometer 
traces. 

5. Running Time Measurements 

We may define the running time of a shock tunnel as the time 
interval between the passage of the primary shock wave and the passage of 
the contact surface past a given measuring station along the channel. 

Measurements of the runnirq time of the shock tunnel have been 
made from both wall and stagnation point resistance thermometer records. 
Details of the detection of the passage of the contact surface from the 

observed/ 
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"A detailed investigation of tne effects of ionisation on the output of 
thin film resistance thermometers in high enthalpy shock tube flows is tobe 
reported in Ref. 5. 
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observed oscilloscope trace are given in Ref.5; it is found that there 
is re asonable agreement between the running time as measured from 
stagnation point records end from the corresponding wall traces. It 
appears that the most accurate indication is obtained from the stagnation 
point records. Our results to date are summa.rised in Figs. 13 card 14. 
Considerable scatter is to be expected in th ese results since the contact 
surface postulated in ideal shock tube theory is actually a mixing region 
which extends for several tube diameters along the tube. Theoretical 
calculations of running time using real gas theory' are also plotted in 
Pigs. 13 and 11~. 

Channel pressures above and below 2 millimetres of mercury 
have been plotted with different symbols; at very low channel pressures 
there is a shorter running time than that at the same shock Mach number 
into a pressure of 5 or 10 millimetres of mercury. Fig,,15 shovJs this 
clearly for two runs with nearly equai shock Mach numbers and channel 
pressures of 10 and 0.65 millimetres of mercury. The running time 
dccrcases catastrophically as the shock Mach number is increased and is 
only 7 microseconds at a station 13 feet from the main diaphrap at a shock 
Mach number of 16 into an initial channel pressure of 0.04- millimetres of 
mercury, 

From theoretical considerations the runfiling time 31 l"eet from 
the diaphragn should be 31/13 ti:ni:s the running time 13 feet from the 
diaphra,r_7n. &n inspection of Figs. 13 and 14. shows that this is not the 
case and wc may analyse the results in tne I'OllOViin~ nianncr. Firstly, 
we decided on a 'vjorking curve' of running time as a function of shock 
Mach number for each measuring station. For obvious reasons we should 
be conservative in the choice of this curve, so that tic 'working value' 
rcprescnts a near minimum value of the expected running time. Normally 
we would expect to get a slightly gr2atcr running tirnc than this 'working 
value ' . 

Figs. 13 and 14 show our proposed working curves and the ratio 
of the running time measured 3'l feet from the main diaphra,jjn 
to the running time 

'3'1 feet 
7 measured 13 feet from the main diaphragm 

has been derived from Ei 
feet . cse working curves. l."llo separate viewpoints are 

of interest: firstly the ratio for the sane shock Kach number at both 
measuring stations (and hence different && due to the shock attenuation) 
and secondly the ratio for the same run (where .M 

50;: of 
'EF 

will be Gout 

Xsm). These two cases are shown in Figs. 16 and 17 respectively. 

The results illustrate that the relation between shock attenuation down 
the channel and the rssociatcd variations in available running time is an 
extremely complicated one and is capable of several interpretations. It 
appears to the writer that the vielq>oint adopted in Fig.16 is the most 
relevant one; it would therefore stlem that there is an optimum length of 
channel f'or every shock tunnel. For an increase of' channel length beyond 
the optimum, a small increase of running time would be achieved but 
this occurs in association with a considerable decrease in shock-%&h 
number due to attenuation. 

6. Conclusions - 

From an analysis of some 600 run: in the X.P.L, hnersonic 
shock turwl, a procedure has been devised to ensure that non-repeatable 
runs with strange fcaturcs arl: rcjcctod. It has been found that this 
shock tunnel can produce extremely rcpcatable @asdynamic conditions from 
run to run {as illustrated in Table I). The us;? of calibrated wall 
resistance theznomotcrs as shock: tr&er timing detectors and as monitor 
probes to study the flow is strongly recommcndcd and has led to a 
signif'icnnt improvement in the quality and reliability of the results 
from the shock tunnel. 
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291 
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314 
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319 

320 

321 

323 
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325 
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328 

329 

330 

331 

332 
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Table 1 

Shock Zpeed Measurements in the 
N.;?.L. Hypersonic Zlock Tunnel 

--- 
. . . 

Time taken by shock 
Diaphragm between measuring stations 

Pressure .". _ 
Ratio AB BE -EF AF I. 

I root 17; feet 1 foot 

"6200 

6250 

6100 

6050 

6295 

6050 

6250 : 

6120 

6130 

5995 

G360 

6360 

6360 

6360 

6250 

6300 

6250 

6300 

6300 

63.50 

6050 

63co 

6350 
" 

6100 

(,,I 50 

86 

87 

86 

88 

86 

87 

67 

88 

88 

88 

87 

87 

87 : 

88 

89 

89 

88 

88 

88 

89 

89 

89 

87 

;695 

lhY8 

1715 

1708 

1685 

1698 

1716 

1723 

1715 

1704 

1700 

1673 

1695 

1698 

1710 

1719 

1707 

1697 

1716 

1709 

1735 

1727 

1702 

_. - 

1871 

1261 

94- 

96 

97 

96 

95 

95 

97 

97 

96 

96 

94 

93 

95 

95 

95 

97 

97 

97 

97 

96 

99 

97 

95 

75 

64 

100 

99 

9$ feet 

;875 

1856 

1898 

1832 

1866 

1880 

1 go0 

1907 

1899 

1887 

1 t?81 

1853 

1877 

1881 

1893 

1905 

1892 

1882 

1301 

.I894 

1923 

1913 

1884 

2048 

2026 
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